HELLO!
Product Overview

My name is Wilma and I was given the honor and pleasure to show you how to properly use the high quality realistic TPE doll you have purchased! But first, let's see what a TPE doll is made of...

The exterior layer of a WM doll is made of high standard elastic TPE (thermoplastic elastomer).

To support this body a sturdy crafted metal skeleton is required as well as a hard epoxy resin skull for the head.

All materials comply with health & safety standards and are harmless to humans as well as being environmentally friendly.

I may not be perfect...

But who is?

During manufacturing, the skeleton within the two part mold is mounted and positioned at precise points.

Many support wires are needed to ensure that the metal skeleton is perfectly aligned during the injection of the TPE material in its liquid form.

Because of this, there will be some small fillings on some locations as well as a faint mold line around the whole body but this can not be considered as a manufacturing defect!
Posing Instructions

IF YOU WANT ME TO SATISFY YOU AS LONG AS POSSIBLE, YOU BETTER READ MY USER MANUAL...

AND DON'T JUST LOOK AT THE PICTURES!

UNLIKE A COMMON DISPLAY MANNEQUIN, THE FINELY CRAFTED SKELETON AND THE ELASTICITY OF TPE ALLOWS A WM DOLL TO POSE IN AN ALMOST UNLIMITED NUMBER OF POSITIONS.

THIS OF COURSE CAN BE USED TO GOOD ADVANTAGE AND WITH SOME ARTISTIC SENSE IT IS POSSIBLE TO MAKE HER LOOK VERY HUMAN!

A REALISTIC TPE DOLL CAN BE USED FOR MANY PURPOSES SUCH AS PHOTOGRAPHIC MODEL, SYNTHETIC COMPANION, STANDALONE ARTWORK AND MUCH MORE...

TO INCREASE DURABILITY IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED TO LEAVE A WM TPE DOLL IN THE SAME POSITION FOR LONGER PERIODS EXCEPT FOR THE DEFAULT POSE IN WHICH SHE WAS DELIVERED OF COURSE.

ALTHOUGH THE ELASTICITY OF TPE IS QUITE EXTRAORDINARY, EXCESSIVE STRETCHING OF THE MATERIAL, ESPECIALLY FOR LONG PERIODS, MIGHT RESULT IN DEFORMATIONS.

IF THE DOLL IS NOT TO BE USED, PLEASE REPOSITION THE MODEL IN ITS ORIGINAL POSITION WITH HANDS TURNED DOWNWARDS.

Position of the Doll when delivered

NOTE: FEET SHOULD BE SLIGHTLY BENT FORWARD.

THIS IS THE POSITION IN WHICH THE DOLL SHOULD BE STORED. TO AVOID COMPRESSION IT IS RECOMMENDED TO PUT THE BODY ON A SOFT SURFACE LIKE MEMORY FOAM OR A MATTRESS.
Shrugging shoulders:

The WM skeleton features the shrugging shoulders option as standard. This allows a more realistic positioning of the upper arms making the doll look even more natural and human-like when posing. The shoulders can also move slightly forward and backward, about 15 degrees.

Forearm:

The doll’s lower arms can move up but because we set movement limitations on the elbow it can not bend in the other direction (just like a real human).

The doll’s forearm can rotate without limitations but it is not recommended to make it turn further than a few degrees. Never rotate a full turn!
Hand:

The doll's hand can fold inwards and outwards at 45 degrees. The doll's hand can also rotate.

But do not exceed 45 degrees in each direction from the starting point. Never rotate a full turn!

Waist:

The waist can fold forward and backward with a limit set at about 40 degrees. When the body rotates right and left, the angles are limited to 40 degrees as well. Beware: when the waist is bent and rotated simultaneously, the limits are greatly reduced! The doll's waist can also bend sideways to the left and right. Horizontally, the angles for this are limited to 30 degrees.
THE THIGHS OF A WM DOLL CAN BEND UP TO AN ANGLE OF 120 DEGREES FOR A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME. BE AWARE THAT IN THIS CASE THE TPE MATERIAL WILL BE SUBJECTED TO A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF STRESS WHICH CAN CAUSE TEARING. PLEASE USE SUCH EXTREME POsing MODERATELY!

THE THIGHS OF A WM DOLLS CAN ALSO BEND BACKWARDS TO AN ANGLE OF 30 DEGREES. IN ANY CASE, DON'T LEAVE THE LEGS OF A WM DOLL FOLDED OVER THE BODY FOR TOO LONG. OTHERWISE UNSIGHTLY CREASES CAN APPEAR QUITE RAPIDLY IN THE GROIN AREA!
Legs opening:

The total opening angle of the legs of a WM doll should not exceed 120 degrees. We don’t recommend opening the doll’s thighs too wide as the action can produce much too pulling.

Force on the doll’s TPE which can cause damage. A safe leg opening angle is 50 degrees at most to both sides and not over 15 degrees of the body’s vertical line to the inside.

Lower Leg:

The thighs can be rotated making it possible to replicate some interesting poses for the legs. The knees can be oriented slightly inwards to give the doll that typical Asian manga girl stance.

To rotate the thighs, it is recommended to bend the lower part of the leg backwards and then rotate it. A few degrees are enough.
Lower Leg:

The lower legs can be bent backward to the maximum of 150 degrees thanks to the double hinged knee system, but the recommended angle is 100 degrees. The knees cannot be bent forward like it is the case for real human.

With the double hinged knees it is possible to pose the doll in the pose illustrated above. However don't leave the doll in such a position for too long and do not place her on a hard surface! This may cause permanent damage to the knees.

Feet:

If you chose the stand up option you will notice three bolts protruding through the bottom of each foot. These are meant to act as point of contact with the ground. A doll without these bolts cannot stand on her feet!

Women wearing high heel shoes can be very attractive. However it is not recommended to stand a WM doll in high heels. Feet should always be flat with the six bolts touching the ground when attempting to pose the doll upright.
Foot:

The foot can be bent forward, sideways to both sides and up just a little bit.

Hand:

Each TPE finger of a WM doll is internally supported by a wire. We recommend not bending the wires too often as this can cause breakage. The hands cannot hold heavy objects and you should never pose your doll so that her full weight rests on the palms of her hands! This may cause permanent damage to the TPE.

There should be a certificate of authenticity sticker pasted here with the unique code number of your genuine WM doll.

If it is missing, please let us know by using the contact form available at our official website: www.wmdolls.com.
Maintenance Instructions

Cleaning:
- Please wash your doll’s orifices with soap and water after every use. Make sure you dry them well after washing. This will help prevent the growth of bacteria and harmful molds.
- When cleaning your doll, first remove the head and wash it separately. We don’t recommend to submerge your doll’s body and head in water as it may seep inside and reach the skeleton causing rust. Instead, use a wet cloth and mild antibacterial soap with a moderate amount of water.
- After washing, to dry your doll, pat the skin gently with a soft towel. Please do not apply too much pressure on the surface, as this can scratch the delicate skin. Never use a hair dryer as heat can damage the TPE! When the doll is completely dry, follow with a light dusting of renewal powder applied with a brush to keep her skin velvety.

Skin Care:
- Tacky TPE skin will attract every dust and dirt particle! If the skin becomes tacky after use, lightly dust your doll with renewal powder.
- Please make sure that any fabrics that come into contact with your doll (such as clothing and bedsheets) are color transfer resistant. Fabric colors or patterns that bleed may stain or cause discoloration to your doll and will be difficult or even impossible to remove. Make sure to wash all clothing before putting them on your doll to minimize color bleeding. In doubt, test the fabric with a TPE sample before use.
- TPE can leach oils which can stain porous surfaces like unfinished wood and leather. Be careful about where you place your doll!
- In the event of a stain, only use stain remover sold by WM DOLLS or a trusted doll vendor. Do not use any other cleaners or agents on your doll to remove stains as it could severely damage your doll’s skin!
- Dirt and make up stains can be removed with mineral oil. Make up remover or a normal wash.
- Avoid exposing the doll to sunlight for extended periods of time. Sunlight will age the TPE, shortening the lifespan of your doll.
- Do not leave your doll sitting or limbs flexed for periods of time as creases will develop where the skin folds. If creases or pressure marks appear on your doll, you can remove them by resting a warm cloth or towel on the affected area.

Sexual Use:
- Please use only water-based lubricant, as silicone or petroleum-based oils can break down your doll’s skin.
- Please don’t pose your doll in certain positions that put too much pressure on the wrists. In positions such as doggy style, support your doll’s weight with a pillow instead of her wrists.
- Avoid using sharp objects, extreme stretching of limbs and excessive kneading. Be gentle with your doll like you would with a real woman!

If you have any questions about the maintenance or use of your WM doll, please do not hesitate to contact your vendor for further assistance.